
Year 4:          Autumn 1 

Link 1:   Know how to create a mosaic 

Share read about Roman Art 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/  

http://primaryfacts.com/3577/roman-mosaics-facts-and-information/  Learn about Roman mosaics Record some 

images and annotations about mosaics in their sketch books.  

http://www.getty.edu/art/exhibitions/roman_mosaics/    

Understand what a mosaic is.  

https://www.timetravelturtle.com/mosaics-ravenna-art-unesco/    

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to make a modern mosaic 

Share read about the Romans. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/  

Learn how the Romans depicted animals in their mosaics. 

Create their own modern mosaic. https://coriniummuseum.org/schools/resources/roman-mosaics/   Record some 

images and annotations in their sketch books and then create their own mosaics. Write a report/recount. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://primaryfacts.com/3577/roman-mosaics-facts-and-information/
http://www.getty.edu/art/exhibitions/roman_mosaics/
https://www.timetravelturtle.com/mosaics-ravenna-art-unesco/
https://coriniummuseum.org/schools/resources/roman-mosaics/


Year 4:          Autumn 2 

Link 1:   Know what composition means 

Share read about landscape art. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/  

Learn about the life and work of Maria Iliou  

Revise what perspective means. 

Learn what composition means e.g. with everyone having template sof the same figures/shapes and scenes, 

compose them on a painting in different ways for different effects. 

Learn what a horizon point is.  

Using her work study horizon points, perspective and composition; record these in their sketch books with 

annotation.  

Recreate the idea of composition using Maria’s paintings as a guide.  

Write a report/recount. 

 

 

Link 2:   Know what horizon means 

Share read about landscape art. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/  

Revise what perspective and composition mean. https://www.wikihow.com/Draw-Perspective  

Learn about the life and work of Michael Monaco who paints with his mouth.  

Revise the idea of horizon through evaluating Michael’s art.  

Make sketches and annotations in their sketch books.  

 

Link 3:   Know the work of Richard Wawro 

Share read about landscape art. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/  

Learn about the life and works of Richard Wawro.  

Revise the idea of composition, landscape, perspective, foreground, background.  

Sketch aspects of Ricard’s work to learn about how he paints.  

Write a report/recount. 

https://www.wikihow.com/Draw-Perspective


 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to create a landscape of Hong Kong 

Share read about Landscape art. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon 

Revise the idea of composition, landscape, perspective, foreground, background.  

Look at images and video clips of Hong Kong. 

Using what they know about composition e.g. position of the buildings etc, horizon and perspective, create a 

landscape of Hong Kong. 

Write a report/recount. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4:          Spring 1 

Link 1:   Know how about the artist Bruegel 

Share read about weather 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Bruegel/  

Study how artists depict/portray the weather.  

Revise perspective, composition, foreground and background.  

Learn about the life and works of Bruegel. https://www.khm.at/en/visit/collections/picture-gallery/the-best-of-

bruegel-only-in-vienna/  

Sketch some characters and the aspects of the landscape in Bruegel’s paintings in their sketch books.  

Annotate them.  

Create their own Bruegel-style snow painting using the skills they have learnt. Write a report 

 

Link 2:   Know how how to create fine shades of colour 

Share read about weather 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon 

Learn how to paint shades of different colours. 

Learn how to lighten and darken colours. 

Understand the concept of shade. 

 

 

Link 3:   Know how artists depict snow 

Share read about weather 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon 

Learn about the life and work of Judy Joel   https://www.redraggallery.co.uk/artist-Judy-JOEL.asp?gId=1   

Compare Bruegel’s depiction of snow with Judy Joel’s.  

Study Chinese snow paintings http://www.inkdancechinesepaintings.com/chinese-snow-paintings.html   

Use their understanding of horizon, perspective etc to sketch aspects of the paintings in their sketch books.  

Sketch some characters and aspects of the landscape.  

Using their knowledge of perspective, create a Joel-style painting.  

https://www.khm.at/en/visit/collections/picture-gallery/the-best-of-bruegel-only-in-vienna/
https://www.khm.at/en/visit/collections/picture-gallery/the-best-of-bruegel-only-in-vienna/
https://www.redraggallery.co.uk/artist-Judy-JOEL.asp?gId=1
http://www.inkdancechinesepaintings.com/chinese-snow-paintings.html


Write a report 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how artists depict rain 

Share read about weather 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon 

Study how artists depict rain https://blog.orangecarton.com/famous-rain-moments-in-art-painting/   

Create their own painting which depicts rain.  

Write a report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://blog.orangecarton.com/famous-rain-moments-in-art-painting/


Year 4:          Spring 2 

Link 1:   Know how to use pencil marks to depict curves 

Share read about still life 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon 

Study the work of Rebecca Scott – the perfect hostess. 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=rebecca+scott+the+perfect+hostess&qpvt=rebecca+scott+the+perfect+h

ostess&FORM=IGRE  

Understand the concept of still life - steel and silver.  

Use pencils to depict silver and steel in their sketch books.  

https://www.wikihow.com/Draw     Learn how to draw shadows to make something look realistic.  

Learn about how to draw curves in pencil.  

Create a larger picture on steel.   

Write a section of a pamphlet/leaflet 

 

Link 2:   Know how artists use composition in still life 

Share read about still life 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon 

Think about composition of still life.  

Learn how to draw/re-create light and shade, tone and curves.  

Study the work of Tim Roper – Steel art – draw and sketch and imagine creative designs from steel.  

Write a section of a pamphlet/leaflet 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know the craftsman Christopher Dresser and his work 

Share read about weather 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/  

Learn about the life and works of Christopher Dresser 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=christopher+dresser&qpvt=christopher+dresser&FORM=IGRE   

Use their sketch books to record their designs and thoughts.  

Create their own composition and position the items carefully 

Write a section of a pamphlet/leaflet 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=rebecca+scott+the+perfect+hostess&qpvt=rebecca+scott+the+perfect+hostess&FORM=IGRE
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=rebecca+scott+the+perfect+hostess&qpvt=rebecca+scott+the+perfect+hostess&FORM=IGRE
https://www.wikihow.com/Draw
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=christopher+dresser&qpvt=christopher+dresser&FORM=IGRE


Year 4:          Summer 1 

Link 1:   Know about how the Vikings designed their jewellery 

Share read about Viking jewellery 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/  

Learn about Viking jewellery. http://www.hurstwic.org/history/articles/manufacturing/text/norse_art.htm  

Look at Viking designs in art and jewellery.  

Replicate some of the designs in their sketch books.  

Use one of the designs and select different media and understand they have different effects.  

http://sciencenordic.com/photo-gallery-six-styles-viking-art   

Write a section of a journal/diary  

 

Link 2:   Know about how Vikings decorated their long boats 

Share read about Viking jewellery 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/  

Look at Viking designs of dragon heads.  

Replicate some of the designs in sketch books and annotate.  

Create a painting or a 3D longboat head 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=longboat+heads&qpvt=longboat+heads&FORM=IGRE   

Write a section of a journal/diary 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to use composition in a Viking picture 

Share read about weather 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/  

Look at images depicting Vikings 

Revise composition and perspective and horizon.  

Put these together to create a picture of a Viking longboat.  

 

 

 

http://www.hurstwic.org/history/articles/manufacturing/text/norse_art.htm
http://sciencenordic.com/photo-gallery-six-styles-viking-art
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=longboat+heads&qpvt=longboat+heads&FORM=IGRE


 

Year 4:        summer 2 

Link 1:   Know how art can be made through making bubbles 

Share read a newspaper/magazine article about Tie dye/Batik 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/  

Learn about how to use bubbles to make bubble art 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=bubble%20art&qs=n&form=QBIR&sp=-1&pq=bubble%20art&sc=8-

10&sk=&cvid=A7BF35804B3845908E8F355DC40946EA     

Practise and experiment with bubble art designs and colours.  

Observe and evaluate what happens with different papers, different bubble mixes. Make notes in their sketch 

books.  

Evaluate artists’ designs using bubble art.  

Create a final picture.  

Write a section of a newspaper/report 

 

 

Link 2:   Know about negative space 

Share read a newspaper/magazine article about Tie dye/Batik 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/  

Learn the idea of negative space.  

http://tangyauhoong.com/portfolio/the-art-of-negative-space/ 

Experiment in sketch books/take photos of negative space in pictures. 

Evaluate artists’ work using negative space. 

Annotate pictures and evaluate what they like.  

 

 

Link 3:   Know about wax resist art 

Share read a newspaper/magazine article about Tie dye/Batik 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/  

Learn about wax resist  

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=bubble%20art&qs=n&form=QBIR&sp=-1&pq=bubble%20art&sc=8-10&sk=&cvid=A7BF35804B3845908E8F355DC40946EA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=bubble%20art&qs=n&form=QBIR&sp=-1&pq=bubble%20art&sc=8-10&sk=&cvid=A7BF35804B3845908E8F355DC40946EA
http://tangyauhoong.com/portfolio/the-art-of-negative-space/


http://mazuridesigns.com/blog/2016/2/4/a-history-of-african-wax-prints  

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=wax%20resist%20art&qs=n&form=QBIR&sp=-

1&pq=wax%20resist%20art&sc=8-14&sk=&cvid=D9AF6D840215416A9684B34793CC0FEA    

Experiment with wax resist and makes notes and ideas in the sketch book.  

Create a final wax resist picture.  

Write a section of a newspaper/report 

 

Link 4:   Know about Batik 

Share read a newspaper/magazine article about Tie dye/Batik 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/  

Learn about batik  

https://www.batikguild.org.uk/artists  

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=batik&FORM=HDRSC2   

Know how dye works on material.  

Re-create batik designs and patterns in their sketch books.   

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Create a T shirt design using one or more of the techniques 

they have learnt 

Share read a newspaper/magazine article about Tie dye/Batik 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ 

shape and form/ Hepworth, Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern/ tone/ Sanxing Bronzes/ how to 

draw a cat and a dog/ composition/ horizon/ Christopher dresser/ how to draw curves/  

Design their T shirt using negative space, wax resist, Batik or Tie Dye. 

Create their shirt for a fashion show. 

Evaluate each others’ designs at a fashion show 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://mazuridesigns.com/blog/2016/2/4/a-history-of-african-wax-prints
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=wax%20resist%20art&qs=n&form=QBIR&sp=-1&pq=wax%20resist%20art&sc=8-14&sk=&cvid=D9AF6D840215416A9684B34793CC0FEA
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=wax%20resist%20art&qs=n&form=QBIR&sp=-1&pq=wax%20resist%20art&sc=8-14&sk=&cvid=D9AF6D840215416A9684B34793CC0FEA
https://www.batikguild.org.uk/artists
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=batik&FORM=HDRSC2

